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FOUNDER'S NOTE 

2018 has kicked off with such a bang and we are busier than ever! It promises to be a year of great growth,

increased impact and breakthrough - on both a personal and organisational level - and one of celebration as

well as we approach our  5th birthday at the end of May. 

We are feeling very proud, and nostalgic while looking back at how far we've come in five short years. The

first kids we took on are all grown up and are maturing into well-adjusted young adults and teens;  and the

new group of children that we took in (bringing our total nationwide to 82) allowed us to make inroads into

the remaining two informal settlements in Camp Road, Strandfontein. Social ills, poverty, and food scarcity

remain some of the main challenges in the four communities that we serve but a combination of improved

processes and structure, family needs analysis, partnerships, and social enterprises allow us to assist, equip

and empower unemployed or impoverished community members.  

Somehow, despite all the challenges facing non-profit organisations, and business in general, we continually

manage to achieve so much (with the help of our loyal supporters) and we believe that this will be the year

that we harvest the seeds that have been sown.  We can't wait to see what the rest of the year holds!  

Nigel 



2018 was the year for 9Miles Project to finally adopt the

remaining two informal settlements (in addition to the

other 2 settlements which we adopted in 2013 and 2015)

along Camp Road in Strandfontein.  

On January 26th, our team coordinated a successful

outreach in the community of Masincedane and City

Mission by entertaining and feeding 100 kids as well as

going door to door to introduce ourselves and conduct a

family needs analysis of each home.  

We interacted with potential youth who  later become a

part of our mentorship programme. 

These two communities are rife with drug

abuse, and widely known as the place to

purchase drugs. We discovered that there are

quite a number of homes that are selling

alcohol illegally to young people in Camp road.

Teenage pregnancy is at an all-time high in

this small settlement along with young people

(under the age of 18) who dropped out of

school.  

9Miles Project aims to change these stats.  

NEW YEAR, NEW TERRITORIES  
MASINCEDANE  AND  C ITY  MISS ION  



Our new learners are such flamboyant, energetic and precious young people. The 9.5 group is made

up of 12 boys and 11 girls from both Masincedane and City Mission. The group was orientated into the

mentorship project in February and started with a bang- no doubt!  

The Strandfontein NSRI inducted the new learners by giving them a lesson in Water Safety and the

Lifesaving Club has regularly been putting them through fitness drills. 

We also identified 4 learners who were not attending school (for various reasons) and were able to

place them in an adult learning centre (since they were too old to return to Primary school) to

complete their basic education level.  

The 9.5 group are being taught 9Miles lessons like how to greet properly by keeping eye contact,

stating their name and handshake; as well as project codes and disciplines such as respect and

honour as this is our focus for the first quarter of the year.  

They have adapted really well to our weekly structure with a consistent attendance of 90% despite

the lack of vehicle and them having the furthest to walk of all the other settlements.   

9.5 STUDENTS 
Our kids are grouped from 9.1 to 9.5 - depicting the number of groups we've taken in

over the past 5 years.



Nigel Savel and a small team spent time in the Eastern Cape with our St Francis kids twice this

quarter - checking in with the kids, putting them through their paces with mini surf tag team

competitions, fitness tests, etc. and introducing them to the exercise grid. Sebastian, our volunteer

from Germany, tagged along to capture some awesome pics and also to explore the area, as well

as to assist one of our junior mentors, Faieq Samodien, with some DIY like hanging wetsuit rails at

the clubhouse.  

Nigel spent some special time with our Head Facility Coach AJ (Ashwill Jamaar) - mentoring and

just hanging out - and a highlight was taking Shane out with the "big boys" at Seal Point for some

point break action since he expressed a desire to excel at surfing. 

Nigel also had the opportunity to take the boys to Baywest Mall to experience the arcade for the

first time!  

Our St Francis boys are doing exceptionally well in school with improvements in subjects such as

Math and English, and have immensely improved their surf abilities since the last visit.  

ST FRANCIS SURF PROJECT



We have visited our West coast project twice thus far and each time we visit, we are so proud to

see the progress of our students in every area of their life.  

The project structure consists of a split between water and surfing activities, and life

empowerment or recreational lessons. On our last trip, we conducted a lesson on assessing

different wave types for better wave selection ( which ties into decision-making), wind directions

and various breaks around the country so they are able to read the conditions before heading out

into the ocean, ensuring the safest and best surf environments for their surf sessions.  

We have great plans for the Project and would like to formalise our activities in order to

strengthen our offering to the community. We currently have no clubhouse and have to rent a

home every 6 weeks to conduct lessons and feed the kids. 

Books for Africa in the States is raising funds for a 40-foot container which should hopefully arrive

in South Africa in the next few months. It is our wish to transport it to the Elands Bay Camping

site and to transform it into a clubhouse, storage area and library for the kids. We would also like

to create a skate bowl at the Sports field for the kids.  

ELANDS BAY SURF PROJECT



It's always a treat when our Ambassador Matt

"Bromdog" Bromley comes to visit! He told us

about his latest travels to Indonesia and the

release of this new film "Risky Ripples". He is

certainly such a genuine guy, and he kids

loved training, surfing and just hanging out

with him.  

VISITORS

We were stoked to welcome the World Class Kiteboard Academy back to our project after 2 years.

The kids in this travelling international school are the world's top junior kiteboarders and they instil

the importance of learning adventures and community upliftment. The group of 24 spent the day

cleaning and organising our clubhouse and clothing bank, assisting with family needs analysis and

distribution in the informal settlements, as well as hanging out with our kids and playing games,

reading etc. Things got quite loud and boisterous which is just how we like it!  

Our senior boys were stoked to receive some

training from our very own SA Champ

Brandon Benjamin. We appreciated him

taking some time out of his busy schedule to

impart to our youth  

We kicked off our Holiday programme with a

bang! 

Our kids had such an awesome time with

Ocean Pledge , Save Our Seas Foundation and

WaddleOn by Marts on the first day of our

programme. The emphasis was on single-use

plastic and its impact on the sea and the kids

pledged to #sayNOtostraws 

The rest of our holiday programme

commenced in April and had a strong

environmental focus, so read all about it in our

next report... 

BRANDON  BENJAMIN

SURFERS '  PLEDGE

MATT  BROMLEY

WORLD  CLASS  KITEBOARD  ACADEMY  



LEARNING ADVENTURES

HEALTH ASSESSMENTS

Our older kids were delighted to attend the opening night of Tsotsi: The Musical at the

Artscape Theatre on the 8th February and they were so enthralled by the production, the

drama, music, and the vivid depiction of township life. Huge thanks to Lesley Liddle,

Artscape Theatre Centre and Cape Town Opera for hosting us and kicking off the first of

many learning adventures for 2018.  

Our kids' health and wellbeing is very important to us and we were grateful to once again

welcome back Compassion In Action, a wonderful NGO that conducts our quarterly health

assessments. It’s comforting to see that our kids are growing and progressing well.  



SURF COMPS: SEA HARVEST

INTERCLUB CHAMPS FEB

Our 9Miles Surf club which consists of our Senior boys and staff/volunteers participated in the Sea

Harvest Interclub champs in February. We didn't win, but certainly had the most fun and the best

cheer which was certainly needed for the chilly day!  

SOCIAL ENTERPRISE:  

 

 We were thrilled to host Edgetec Systems this March for a team building session. They enjoyed

motivational talks, some team activities, and then suited up and enjoyed paddling out in the ocean

- some even caught some waves! We also helped one team member overcome his fear of water

and everyone left feeling energised!   

EDGETEC SYSTEMS TEAM BUILDING 



We are very grateful to Lucy Robson from

Summerheart for the huge donation of more than

50 swimsuits for our project girls! What makes them

truly special is that every one of her garments are

linked to a female-focused South African charity...  

SWIMWEAR  FOR  GIRLS  

FUNDRAISING AND SUPPORT 

St Francis Surf Factory devised an awesome way to

support our St Francis Surf Project - if anyone

purchased a surfboard from them for our sister

project they donated an additional surfboard to us!

Our founder, Nigel, was the first in line to take up

the offer and secured a free surfboard for AJ, our

Coach in St Francis.

2 -FOR - 1  SURFBOARD  DEALS

Waves for Change Ambassador, Mikey February and the

Gudauskas brothers at Positive Vibe Warriors donated

37 surfboards to our project!  We were so stoked and

couldn’t wait to get them in the water…

SURFBOARDS  FOR  AFRICA…

Thanks to Gone. for providing a platform for us to

create awareness of our project at the FishPeople

screening, and for sponsoring a Patagonia raffle to

the value of R1500! 

We are so grateful for the continued support... 

GONE  

We were visited by a US delegation from Books for

Africa and gifted with several boxes of books.Huge

thanks to help2read for connecting us, and for the

treats for the kids! We are blessed to have such great

literacy partners.  

Books for Africa is also raising funds for a 40-foot

container which we hope to utilise as a clubhouse,

storage and library for our project in Elands Bay.  

BOOKS  FOR  AFRICA  



The excitement and pride were palpable at the screening of Risky Ripples at The Labia Theatre. The

movie documents the adventures of our ambassador, Matt Bromley and showcases all the big

waves that he's chased around the world...Our older kids (young adults) accompanied us to the

screening and it was great to see them networking with fellow surf enthusiasts and enjoying the

night out. We were very stoked to have Brandon Benjamin, as well as other volunteers hanging with

us and becoming part of the 9Miles family.  

RISKY  RIPPLES  

We are so stoked to finally have a little run-

around car for the project...and it's all thanks to

Wavescape for choosing us as 1 of 6

beneficiaries at their Artboard Auction which

raised a record R722 000! It is already being

put to good use and we have dubbed it the

Golden Chariot! 

Huge thanks to Pro-Fit Exhausts for expertly

fitting our new exhaust system. We are very

grateful for the donation and support. 

THE  GOLDEN  CHARIOT . . .

FUNDRAISING AND SUPPORT 
CONTINUED

Contact: 

021 393 0436/082 042 7701 

info@9milesproject.org  

Any feedback or questions? 


